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Abstract: Causal representation in shamanic consciousness is com-

pared with causal representation in ordinary waking consciousness.

Causal representation in shamanic experience and in ordinary

waking experience can engage strategies involving attribution of

intentionality (beliefs, desires, mental states), heuristics (representa-

tiveness, availability, intentionality, property transmission), and mag-

ical thinking (transmutation, similarity, thought-action fusion,

contagion, illusion of control, tempting fate). Such strategies have

consequences involving social biases (fundamental attribution error,

correspondence bias, in-group/out-group differences, totemism),

locus of control, authorship of actions, and supernaturalizing of

social life. Similarities of causal representation in shamanic experi-

ence and in ordinary waking experience have implications for theo-

ries of mind and theories of causal representation, and these

implications involve use of metaphor and analogy, modular process-

ing of social information, use of behavioural criteria for mental

states, differences between physical causality and social causality,

property transmission in causal representation, and whether causal

representation involves general or state-specific processes. Princi-

ples of causal representation in shamanic consciousness appear con-

sistent with principles of causal representation in ordinary waking

consciousness.
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Western culture has held a variety of views about shamanism (for

review, Krippner, 2002; Narby and Huxley, 2001; Winkelman, 2010),

and shamanism has been suggested to reflect psychopathology or reg-

ressive behaviour (Devereux, 1961; Silverman, 1967; but see Noll,

1983; Walsh, 2001), charlatanism or trickery (Hansen, 2001; Warner,

1980), devil worship (Narby and Huxley, 2001), altered states of con-

sciousness (Eliade, 1964; Heinze, 1990; Ripinsky-Naxon, 1993),

heightened awareness (Berman, 2000), or lack of a western education

(Frazer, 1963; Levi-Strauss, 1966; Tylor, 1871). There has been a

resurgence of interest in shamanic ideas and phenomena (e.g. Harner,

1990; Ripinsky-Naxon, 1993; Winkelman, 2010), and shamanism has

recently been suggested to provide an important vehicle for understand-

ing issues in neuroscience, social psychology, psychological therapy,

and ecological psychology (Krippner, 2002; 2007; Winkelman, 2004).

In keeping with the theme of this special issue on varieties of causa-

tion in consciousness, causal representation in shamanic experience,

and how ideas from psychological and cognitive science regarding

causal representation in ordinary waking experience might apply to

shamanic experience, is considered. The focus will be on causal repre-

sentation rather than on causation per se; that is, cognitive processing

involving perceived and judged causal relationships, rather than

actual causal relationships, will be considered.

The term ‘shaman’ has been suggested to derive from ‘saman’ of

the language of the Tungus people of Siberia, and to refer to ‘one who

is excited, moved, or raised’, ‘to know’, or ‘inner heat’ (Krippner,

2000; Walsh, 2007). Traditionally, a shaman is defined as someone

who voluntarily enters and uses an altered state of consciousness in

order to serve his or her community, and shamanism has been defined

as a technology of ecstasy (Eliade, 1964). During a shamanic state, a

shaman might experience ‘soul flight’ or ‘journeying’ in which he or

she has visions involving travel to Lower Worlds (spiritual realms

typically entered by descending through a cave, hole, or cenote),

Upper Worlds (spiritual realms typically entered by ascending a lad-

der, tree, or mountain), and less frequently, a Middle World (our ‘ordi-

nary reality’ including sacred and powerful locations on Earth), or a

shaman might voluntarily and temporarily embody some other spirit.

During such experiences, a shaman is believed to carry out a specific

task (e.g. retrieving a lost or stolen soul) or obtain needed information

(e.g. how to treat an illness or ensure a successful hunt), and success-

ful completion of these tasks often involves assistance from supernat-

ural entities (for discussion, Eliade, 1964; Kalweit, 1992; Krippner,

2002; 2007; Peters and Price-Williams, 1980; Walsh, 1990; 2007; for
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discussion of differences between shamans and other types of

magico-spiritual practitioners, Winkelman, 1992).

To a person within a shamanic culture or group, shamanic practices

might be represented as causal in producing specific responses or

behaviours in human or non-human elements in the natural world.

Causal representations reflect judged or perceived causality and do

not necessarily reflect actual causality. Even though causal represen-

tation in ordinary waking consciousness is generally presumed to

approximate principles of causation (although there are exceptions,

e.g. naïve physics, Genter and Stevens, 1983; inferences of causality

from correlation, Onwuegbuzie and Daniel, 2002), no claims regard-

ing the relationship of causal representation in shamanism or in ordi-

nary waking consciousness to actual principles of causation are

intended. Instead, the consideration here involves how judgments and

perceptions of causality (i.e. how causal representation) in shamanic

experience might be related to judgments and perceptions of causality

in ordinary waking experience. To the extent that shamanic experi-

ence and waking experience arise from the same human mind, causal

representation in shamanic experience and causal representation in

waking experience might exhibit similar types of bias in prediction or

explanation. Cognitive strategies involved in causal representation

are discussed in Part I, and social consequences of those strategies are

discussed in Part II. Implications for theories of mind and for theories

of causal representation are discussed in Part III, and a brief summary

and conclusions are presented in Part IV.

Part I: Cognitive Strategies

Many of the tasks required of a shaman involve solving problems that

might not initially have a clear or obvious path to a solution. Shamans

deal with this uncertainty in problem-solving by using a variety of

methods, including adopting an intentional stance toward non-human

elements of the natural world, employing various heuristics, and

engaging in several types of magical thinking. As will be noted, such

strategies are similar to those used by non-shamans in problem-

solving.

The Intentional Stance

Attribution of beliefs, desires, and mental states to a non-human stim-

ulus has been referred to as adopting an ‘intentional stance’ toward

that stimulus (Dennett, 1987; 1988), and an intentional stance is dif-

ferent from a ‘physical stance’ (in which understanding of a stimulus’s
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behaviour is based on physical properties of that stimulus) or a ‘de-

sign stance’ (in which understanding of a stimulus’s behaviour is

based on how that stimulus is designed to function). In the absence of

other information, adoption of an intentional stance toward a stimulus

aids an individual in generating explanations of past behaviours and

predictions of future behaviours for that stimulus. Adoption of an

intentional stance toward a non-human entity or an event allows an

individual to use social interactions with other people, as well as

knowledge of the self as a rational agent possessing beliefs, desires,

and mental states, as tools and analogies to aid in predicting or

explaining behaviour of that entity or event. An intentional stance is

useful in predicting behaviours of a wide range of stimuli (e.g. non-

human animals, plants, natural inanimate stimuli such as lightning,

human artefacts such as thermostats; Dennett, 1997). Although litera-

ture on the intentional stance has not addressed shamanism, the sha-

manic viewpoint toward non-human elements of the natural world

seems consistent with an intentional stance, and adoption of an inten-

tional stance toward non-human elements of the natural world is typi-

cal of shamanic practice.

Adopting an intentional stance or a physical stance results in differ-

ences in causal representation. For example, an intentional stance

regarding a violent storm might suggest the storm reflects beliefs,

desires, or mental states of some element of nature. Just as a person

might be violent or loud when angry, perhaps violence or loudness of

a storm might be interpreted as the anger of nature; just as a person

who has been angered might be appeased by gifts, sacrifices, and con-

fessions of error, perhaps an angry nature might be appeased by gifts,

sacrifices, and confessions of error. In contrast, a physical stance

regarding a violent storm might suggest the storm reflects a clash of

warm air and cold air, and that gifts, sacrifices, and confessions of

error would not have any impact on the storm. Interestingly, differ-

ences in causal representation are reflected in differences in cortical

activity: adoption of an intentional stance is linked with increased

activation of bilateral anterior paracingulate cortex (Gallagher et al.,

2002). Adoption of an intentional stance is not necessarily mutually

exclusive with other types of descriptions; however, an intentional

stance might in some circumstances provide more useful predictions

or explanations (and broader generalizability) than would other types

of descriptions (cf. Fodor’s, 1974, arguments regarding reductionism

and multiple realizability in science; also Dennett, 1997).
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Heuristics

Even if knowledge of typical social interactions and of the self is used

as a guide, a shaman who attempted to cure an illness, ensure a suc-

cessful hunt, or contact a supernatural realm would still be faced with

uncertainty. Contemporary research on normative problem-solving

behaviour has documented a number of strategies that people use

when faced with uncertainty in problem-solving; these strategies are

referred to as heuristics and are ‘shortcuts’ or ‘rules of thumb’ that

offer approximate solutions for minimal cognitive effort (Gigerenzer

and Todd, 1999; Kahneman, Slovic and Tversky, 1982). Two of the

most well-known heuristics include representativeness (the likeli-

hood that some stimulus is a member of a set is determined by how

closely that stimulus resembles known members of that set) and avail-

ability (the judged frequency of an item or category reflects how

easily examples of that item or category may be perceived or remem-

bered). To the extent that problem-solving by a shaman requires deter-

mination of the cause of some event (e.g. illness) or a need to

manipulate some circumstance (e.g. where to go to ensure a successful

hunt), causal representation forms an important part of shamanic prac-

tice; as discussed below, the representativeness heuristic and avail-

ability heuristic appear to contribute to causal representation in

shamanism directly and also indirectly through different forms of

magical thinking.

Consideration of the intentional stance is consistent with the possi-

bility of an heuristic based on adoption of an intentional stance. Such

an intentionality heuristic would suggest that if individuals do not

possess sufficient physical knowledge or design knowledge regarding

an object, then those individuals might attribute intentionality to the

object and treat that object as if it were a rational agent that possessed

beliefs, desires, and other mental states (cf. an intentionality bias,

Rosset, 2008). Evidence for such an heuristic is widespread in

descriptions of shamanic experience; however, use of an intentional

stance is not limited to shamans or to those in shamanic cultures. Even

in scientific-technological cultures, individuals without physical

knowledge or design knowledge of technological artefacts might

adopt an intentional stance toward some artefact (e.g. ‘that photocopy

machine hates me’, ‘the thermostat thinks the room is too hot’, ‘the

chess program wants to get its Queen out early’) or other stimulus (cf.

Dennett, 1997), although the extent to which such attributions are

believed as literally true is probably relatively small. Heuristic use of

an intentional stance in shamanic settings and in non-shamanic
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settings reveals a similarity between problem-solving of shamans and

problem-solving of non-shamans: both groups appeal to an heuristic

to determine the cause of some behaviour or event when faced with

problem-solving in the face of uncertainty.

Magical Thinking

In the absence of causal knowledge, an individual might engage in

one of several types of ‘magical thinking’. Although magical thinking

is considered immature or pathological by many contemporary scien-

tists (e.g. Zusne and Jones, 1989), such a cognitive strategy is surpris-

ingly widespread even in scientific-technological cultures (e.g.

Subbotsky, 2010). Types of magical thinking most relevant to sha-

manic experience include transmutation, similarity, thought-action

fusion, contagion, illusion of control, and tempting fate.

Transmutation. The belief that a substance or object can be trans-

formed into a different substance or object is referred to as transmuta-

tion. Within shamanic cultures, a shaman wearing a mask or costume

depicting an entity (e.g. god, spirit, animal) is not considered to be a

human in disguise, but he or she is instead considered to become (i.e.

be transformed into) the depicted entity (e.g. Eliade, 1964; Gell, 1975;

but see Pollock, 1995). Given the extreme conditions that often acc-

ompany shamanic rituals (e.g. fasting, sleep deprivation, psychoac-

tive drugs, monotonous stimulation), individuals with a shamanic

worldview might be more likely to imaginatively transform a stimulus

in a way consistent with transmutation (e.g. in a typical shamanic ini-

tiation, an individual has an experience of his or her body being taken

apart and then reassembled into a purer and more spiritual form).

Transmutation is also found in cultures that are non-shamanic (e.g. in

a Roman Catholic communion ritual, the wafer and wine are trans-

muted into the flesh and blood of Christ). Transmutation might inv-

olve representativeness, as a mask more closely resembles the entity

depicted by that mask than it resembles a human wearing that mask;1

more broadly, substances or objects that are transmuted tend to
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[1] The representativeness heuristic is most commonly associated with judgments of proba-
bilistic reasoning (e.g. did this stimulus come from that population of stimuli?), and in the
absence of an explicit judgment of probability, representativeness might not initially seem
applicable to other types of judgments discussed here. However, in transmutation, the law
of similarity, totemism, and attributions of authorship of action, the source of the sub-
stance, object, attribution, or entity must be determined, and this determination might
involve an implicit judgment of probability. According to the representativeness heuris-
tic, an observed entity or event is more likely to come from a population of entities or
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resemble the substances or objects into which they are transmuted

(e.g. red wine into blood), and this similarity increases the likelihood

they will be perceived as those substances or objects.

Similarity. A belief that a desired effect is more likely to occur if

the cause more closely resembles that effect is referred to as the law of

similarity (e.g. Frazer, 1963; Rozin, Millman and Nemeroff, 1986).

For example, injuring or destroying an image of an individual was

believed in many cultures to bring injury or death to that individual, as

an image of a given individual resembles that individual more than it

resembles any other individual (even if only in name). Analogously,

some indigenous peoples in northwestern North America believed

that placing a painted image of a fish in a body of water would lead to

the appearance of actual fish. The importance of resemblance is high-

lighted in that a painted image of a fish resembles a live fish more

closely than anything else (other than a live fish) a shaman might

place in the water. Similarly, in medieval Europe, the mandrake plant

was believed to have medicinal value because its roots resemble the

shape of the human body, and in earlier times, prominence in the night

sky of Mars, a planet the colour of blood, was thought to portend war

and conflict. Like transmutation, the law of similarity might be related

to the representativeness heuristic, as the most effective cause is the

one that most closely resembles the desired effect. Along these lines, it

might be easier to transfer properties of a cause object into an effect

object if the effect object already resembles that into which it would

be transmuted.

Thought-Action Fusion. A belief that thoughts and actions are

inextricably linked is referred to as thought-action fusion (e.g. Berle

and Starcevic, 2005; Shafran and Rachman, 2004). There are two

main forms of thought-action fusion: TAF moral in which thinking a

morally unacceptable thought is believed to be morally equivalent to

engaging in the unacceptable event or action depicted in that thought,

and TAF likelihood in which thinking of a specific event or action is

believed to cause (or increase the likelihood of) the event or action

depicted in that thought. TAF likelihood appears more closely related

to shamanism and to causal representation than is TAF moral, as sha-

manic tasks are generally concerned with bringing about (i.e. causing)

a specific action, event, or outcome. The idea of thought-action fusion

is consistent with interpreting images and experiences arising during

shamanic experience as reflecting a form of reality as valid as that
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reflected by (perceptual) images and experiences arising during ordi-

nary waking experience; indeed, the visualized locations and entities

experienced in shamanism are interpreted as having their own objec-

tive existence (e.g. similar to that of visualized buddhas or mandalas

in Tantric Buddhism; Ray, 2001). Having their own objective exis-

tence, such imaged or experienced stimuli could potentially act as

causal agents or objects. Similarly, TAF likelihood is consistent with

ideas in non-shamanic cultures regarding the impact of prayer and

visualization and the power of positive thinking.

Contagion. A belief that objects previously in contact with each

other continue to influence each other even after having been sepa-

rated is referred to as the law of contagion (e.g. Frazer, 1963;

Nemeroff, 1995; Nemeroff and Rozin, 1994; Rozin et al., 1989; also

referred to as thought-object fusion, Gwilliam, Well and Cart-

wright-Hatton, 2004). Such a notion underlies voodoo (vodoun) and

other rituals in which possession of some previous part of a person

(e.g. lock of hair, fingernail clipping) or possession of an object previ-

ously worn or used by a person (e.g. piece of jewellery) could be used

to influence that person from a distance. Similarly, items in the medi-

cine bundle of a shaman are believed to convey the power of their

place of origin to the shaman, and properties of a specific animal are

transferred to those who eat that animal or who have that animal as a

totem, guide, or ally. Intriguingly, the law of contagion appears con-

sistent with the possibility of functional connections between an indi-

vidual and the natural world (e.g. for discussion, Hardy, 1998;

Hubbard, 2002), non-local effects and entanglement in quantum phys-

ics and potential psi phenomena (e.g. Radin, 2006), and existence of a

psychological or social form of causality in which physical contact is

not required (e.g. Schlottmann et al., 2006). In all of these cases,

objects that are not physically connected nonetheless appear causally

connected.

Illusion of Control. A belief that the likelihood of a specific

desired outcome is significantly higher than the objective probability

of that outcome is referred to as the illusion of control (e.g. Langer,

1975; Wohl and Enzle, 2002). More specifically, when individuals are

presented with a chance event (e.g. roll of the dice, spin of a roulette

wheel), they believe they can control or influence that event (e.g. per-

haps because of thought-action fusion) and increase the likelihood of

a more desirable outcome. By having a shaman attempt to counteract

illness or bad fortune caused by a malevolent sorcerer, journey to a

Master of Animals (a supernatural entity within mythologies of many

shamanic groups and who protects animals from over-exploitation by
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humans) to ensure a successful hunt, or engage in other typical sha-

manic activities, an illusion of control regarding outcomes of these

activities might occur. Illusion of control is related to causal represen-

tation: any attempt to control an entity or an event is to attempt a

causal relationship with that entity or event such that one’s actions

influence the behaviour or outcome of that entity or event. The illu-

sion of control is also related to the illusion of conscious will, in which

an individual feels he or she is causally responsible for a specific out-

come (cf. Wegner, 2002). Within a shamanic culture or group, sha-

manic experience might similarly create an illusion of conscious will.

Tempting Fate. A belief that a negative outcome to a situation is

more likely to occur if one is overly prideful regarding one’s contribu-

tions to the outcome or if one is careless regarding one’s responsibili-

ties in that situation is referred to as tempting fate (e.g. Risen and

Gilovich, 2008). An example of this can be seen in the extreme adher-

ence to taboo within shamanic cultures; breaking a taboo is an

extremely serious offence, as such a behaviour is believed to offend

the spirits and lead to negative consequences for one’s self and for

one’s group (e.g. Eliade, 1964; Walsh, 2007). A reluctance to tempt

fate is also seen in scientific-technological (non-shamanic) popula-

tions, and such a reluctance has been attributed to the availability heu-

ristic (i.e. because of loss aversion, potential negative consequences

are more easily generated than are potential positive consequences —

i.e. individuals can usually think of more ways for a situation to go

wrong than of ways for that situation to go right — and so a negative

outcome is thought to be more likely; Risen and Gilovich, 2008).

Alternatively, it might be that existence of taboos and adherence to

taboos in shamanic cultures and in scientific-technological cultures

reflects accidental associations of actions and specific outcomes that

do not have an opportunity for subsequent falsification (e.g. Skinner,

1948; but see Aeschleman, Rosen and Williams, 2003; Staddon and

Simmelhag, 1971).

Part II: Social Consequences

Given that shamanic activities are usually undertaken to aid other

members of the community, shamans are important social functionar-

ies (Hultkrantz, 1973; Townsend, 1999). The intentional stance

adopted by shamans toward the natural world suggests that social

biases exhibited in the causal representation of behaviours of humans

might also be exhibited in the causal representation of behaviours of

non-human elements of the natural world. We see examples of this in
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social attribution, locus of control, attribution of authorship of action,

and supernaturalizing of human social life.

Social Attribution

Adoption of an intentional stance toward an element of the natural

world could make it seem likely that such an element possesses aware-

ness of an individual’s desires or actions (and might be influenced by

appeals from that individual). Such an intentional relationship

between a shaman and the natural world is a social one, and so princi-

ples of social cognition operative in ordinary consciousness might

also be operative in shamanic consciousness and influence how the

shaman represents causality regarding actions of non-human elements

of the natural world. We see examples of this in the fundamental attri-

bution error, correspondence bias, in-group/out-group differences,

and totemism.

Fundamental Attribution Error. A tendency to underestimate

contributions of situational variables to an individual’s behaviour in a

given situation is referred to as the fundamental attribution error (for

review, Ross, 1977). As a consequence, observers are more likely to

attribute an individual’s behaviour to a trait or disposition of that indi-

vidual. For example, if we pass a person in the corridor and he does

not acknowledge us, we are more likely to judge that person as acting

as he did because ‘he is just that kind of person’ (e.g. rude or thought-

less) rather than because of any situational factors (e.g. in a hurry or

preoccupied). If a similar bias is applied to the natural world, then any

action of nature would be judged to result from a trait or disposition of

nature rather than from situational factors. For example, a falling rock

or a violent storm would be attributed to a trait of nature (e.g. easy to

anger) rather than to a situational factor (e.g. erosion of supporting

soil or a clash of warm air and cold air). Indeed, a trait view of nature

would presumably be more favoured if knowledge of physical mecha-

nisms was not available and an intentional stance was more likely to

be adopted (cf. Malinowski, 1954). Even so, it is not clear whether an

increase in attribution of human-like traits to non-human elements of

the natural world led to shamanism or whether shamanism led to an

increase in attributions of human-like traits to non-human elements of

the natural world.

Correspondence Bias. A tendency to draw inferences about a per-

son’s unique traits and dispositions from behaviours that could

instead be explained by the situations in which those behaviours occur

is referred to as the correspondence bias (e.g. Gilbert and Malone,
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1995).2 Surprisingly, the extent to which the person’s behaviour

appears freely chosen or not freely chosen does not significantly

impact such inferences; for example, if an individual writes an essay

or gives a speech in support of a particular viewpoint, observers are

more likely to believe that particular viewpoint reflects the individ-

ual’s own actual viewpoint even if those observers know that individ-

ual was instructed or coerced to present that particular viewpoint (e.g.

Jones and Harris, 1967; Shweder, 1977). The notion of the correspon-

dence bias can be easily broadened to include magical thinking (e.g.

the cause of a misfortune might be attributed to thought-action fusion

if an individual was thinking evil thoughts, cf. Pronin et al., 2006; also

Millar, 1984) and elements of the natural world (e.g. the cause of a

misfortune might be attributed to an angered nature spirit). Interest-

ingly, such a broadening suggests a contribution of the representative-

ness heuristic or the law of similarity to the correspondence bias, as

the extent to which behaviour of a non-human element of the natural

world resembles human behaviour might make it appear more likely

that such behaviour comes from the same sources as human behaviour

(e.g. mental states).

In-group/Out-group Differences. The shaman’s adoption of an

intentional stance toward non-human elements of the natural world

could also result in an expansion of the in-group of the shaman. Typi-

cally, the in-group of any individual consists of a small set of humans

with whom that individual is in some way affiliated, and these in-

group members are evaluated more positively and perceived as more

similar to the individual than are out-group members (for review,

Stephan, 1985). Using social relationships with others in the in-group

and knowledge of the self to model causal relationships in the natural

world would make the modelled elements of the natural world appear

more similar to the individual, and thus more likely to be contained

within the in-group of that individual. As a consequence, if a portion

of the natural world is considered as part of the in-group (e.g. as in

totemic relationships), then that portion of the natural world would be

treated more positively than would other portions of the natural world,

or than if that portion of the natural world is not considered as part of

the in-group. This is consistent with observations that in shamanic
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societies there are generally strict prohibitions against hunting, harm-

ing, or consuming one’s totem animal, and these prohibitions are anal-

ogous to prohibitions against hunting, harming, or consuming other

human beings within one’s in-group.3

Totemism. Just as knowledge of the self and of one’s mental states

and social behaviours of humans provides an analogy or metaphor for

understanding non-human elements of the natural world if an inten-

tional stance toward those elements is adopted, so too can knowledge

of non-human elements of the natural world provide an analogy or

metaphor for understanding one’s self and other humans. If character-

istics of a non-human animal are extended to an individual or to a

group, then that non-human animal is considered to be a totem for that

individual or group. More specifically, totemic thought involves an

analogical relationship between natural history knowledge and social

knowledge (Levi-Strauss, 1966; Winkelman, 2002) such that differ-

ences among human groups are represented by differences between

animal species. Salient characteristics and properties of totem animals

are thought to apply to humans who have that animal species as a

totem, and this might involve application of the representativeness

heuristic, law of similarity, or increased similarity of the in-group. A

related issue involves animal allies or guardian spirits, as such entities

are believed to empower shamans with specific abilities; such allies or

guardians also provide a representational system and model for

self-differentiation and self-development (e.g. Swanson, 1973).

Locus of Control

As noted earlier, magical thinking often involves an illusion of control

over an event that is not controllable. However, it is not just the

amount of control potentially exercised over a given force, action, or

event that influences causal representation, but whether that control is

exercised by the individual or by some outside force or entity beyond

the individual (and outside that individual’s control). The extent to

which an individual believes that he or she can control or predict what

happens to him or her is referred to as locus of control (for review,

Lefcourt, 1982; also Rotter, 1966); in general, an internal locus (in

which the individual believes that he or she controls what happens to
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[3] Objectification and withdrawal of intentionality from the natural world would make ele-
ments of the natural world appear less similar to the individual, and thus less likely to be
contained within the in-group of that individual. Indeed, such a notion parallels the
‘de-enchantment’ and subsequent destruction and endangerment of the natural environ-
ment that accompanied the rise of science and the industrial revolution and has led to calls
for a ‘re-enchantment’ of the natural world (Berman, 1981) and a more ‘sacred science’
(Peat, 1994).
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him or her) leads to more adaptive or healthier responding than does

an external locus (in which the individual believes that an external

force such as God, fate, or chance controls what happens to him or

her). Shamanic practices can redirect the perceived locus of control of

an individual from a non-human element of the natural world to a

human shaman, and this can provide (perception of) a more internal

locus of control for the individual, family, or clan (as the cause is

viewed as controllable by the shaman, and through appeal to the sha-

man, controllable by the individual, family, or clan), thus helping that

individual, family, or clan cope more easily with a given situation.

Authorship of Actions

Whether actions or events are perceived to be caused by one’s self or

caused by some agent other than one’s self is suggested to involve

authorship processing (Wegner and Sparrow, 2004). Although in

many cases one’s causal role (e.g. authorship) in an action or event

might appear obvious, in other cases one’s causal role is not clear (e.g.

did the computer crash because I pushed a wrong key or because of a

glitch in the program?) Attribution of authorship can be influenced by

priming (e.g. Aarts, Custers and Marien, 2009; Aarts, Custers and

Wegner, 2005); in a relevant experiment, participants who claimed

belief in existence of God and were subliminally primed with the

word ‘God’ were less likely to believe they caused changes in a com-

puter-driven display than were non-primed believers or primed

non-believers (Dijksterhuis et al., 2008). If a shaman (or those a sha-

man served) were primed by expectations the shaman would provide a

successful solution to a problem (e.g. curing an illness, finding a

herd), then such an outcome would be attributed to the shaman regard-

less of whether or not that outcome was actually caused by the sha-

man’s actions. Interestingly, similarity between an external event and

one’s behaviour increases attribution of self-authorship for that event

(e.g. Knoblich et al., 2002), and this is consistent with the law of simi-

larity, representativeness heuristic, and thought-action fusion.

Supernaturalizing Social Life

Rossano (2007) suggested shamanism resulted from an extension of

the human social world into the supernatural. Rossano uses

Lohmann’s (2003, p. 176) definition of the ‘supernatural’ as ‘the

extension of “volitional schema” to phenomena devoid of intention

and will’. An extension of a volitional schema toward such phenom-

ena can be seen as equivalent to adopting an intentional stance toward
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those phenomena. As a consequence of extending the human social

world into the supernatural, the gods, spirits, ancestors, and other enti-

ties inhabiting the supernatural become a watchful ‘eye’ that is ever

vigilant and observing. Individuals are less likely to cheat or engage in

negative or antisocial behaviours if they believe they are being

watched (e.g. Burnham and Hare, 2007), and so suggestions of an

omnipresent god (or ancestors) observing all of an individual’s

actions (even those actions done in private) leads to more prosocial

behaviour, better adherence to group norms of behaviour, and better

social control. Gods, as well as ancestor, animal, or nature spirits,

serve as extensions of the human social world, and in addition to influ-

encing behaviour toward other humans, also influence how humans

interact with non-human elements of their surroundings (e.g. how

humans utilize natural resources — e.g. improper use of resources

might anger the spirits, and so the resources would be taken away until

appropriate apologies and changes in behaviour were made).

Part III: Implications for Mind and Causal Representation

The cognitive strategies discussed in Part I, and the social conse-

quences of those strategies discussed in Part II, have implications for

theories regarding the mind and for theories regarding causal repre-

sentation. These implications involve use of metaphor and analogy,

existence of a specialized module for social information, use of

behaviour to infer mental states, distinguishing between physical cau-

sality and psychological causality, a role of property transmission in

causal representation, and whether causal representation reflects gen-

eral processes or state-specific processes.

Metaphor and Analogy

Within a shamanic framework, extension of intentionality (i.e. adop-

tion of an intentional stance) toward non-human elements of the natu-

ral world imbues those elements with beliefs, desires, and mental

states that are typical of humans. Similarly, attribution of properties of

a non-human animal to humans in totemism imbues those humans

with properties that are typical of that type of non-human animal. In

each case, one type of entity is treated as if it were a different type of

entity, and this provides useful analogies for understanding, predict-

ing, or controlling (i.e. for problem-solving involving) non-human

elements of the natural world or humans, respectively. Such analogies

involve use of metaphor, and so causal representations involving

actions of any such entities would reflect properties imbued by the
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metaphor. Similarly, use of metaphor and analogy in extension of

intentionality, totemism, and supernaturalizing the human social

world, as well as increases in perceived relatedness of humans with

non-human elements of the natural world that result from such meta-

phor and analogy, facilitates application of the representativeness

heuristic and the law of similarity in causal representation. Such

extensive use of metaphor and analogy in shamanic cognition is con-

sistent with Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980) suggestion that much of

ordinary waking cognition is based on metaphor (also Gibbs, 2008;

Ortony, 1993).

Not only is the use of metaphor and analogy common in shamanic

cognition and in non-shamanic cognition, but the content of some

metaphors and analogies are remarkably similar across shamanic

cultures and scientific-technological (non-shamanic) cultures. One

example is that the sky is a place of power and an individual who visits

the sky becomes powerful (for discussion, Hubbard, 2008). Legends

in shamanic cultures speak of bridges between Earth and sky, and

individuals considered capable of crossing such bridges to ‘journey

the sky’ (e.g. shamans) were viewed as possessing great power

(Krupp, 1983). Similarly, during the Cold War of the 1960s, nations

able to ‘journey the sky’ were seen as powerful (as control of space

offered strategic advantages), and the race to land humans on the

moon was a race for dominion of the political landscape of Earth as

well as for dominion of the sky. International politics surrounding the

docking of Apollo-Soyuz, presence of international crews on the Mir

station, and construction of the international space station demon-

strate that the sky continues to be a source of power and that those who

journey the sky are still perceived as powerful (albeit in different

ways). Such metaphors involve different vehicles (shamanic journey,

spacecraft launch) but the same tenor (power); this suggests causal

representations in shamanic consciousness and in ordinary waking

consciousness involve the same mechanisms but can vary in the

parameter values or content assigned to those causal representations.

Modularity of Mind

Theories of mind based on a consideration of the demands on an

evolving brain suggest that human minds are more like a collection of

highly specialized modules and less like a blank slate or general pur-

pose computer; in other words, the mind is more analogous to a Swiss

army knife with numerous different specialized blades and appliances

and less analogous to a single generalized multipurpose blade (e.g.
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Mithen, 1996). Having specialized modules could be adaptive, as

modules dedicated to processing specific types of information could

increase the speed and efficiency of problem-solving involving those

types of information and lead to an increased probability of survival

and reproduction (for discussions of modularity, Fodor, 1983; Gar-

field, 1991; Karmiloff-Smith, 1992). Accordingly, natural selection

might be expected to favour development and application of modules

in problem-solving situations, and such a modular approach charac-

terizes much of ordinary waking cognition (e.g. Laws et al., 2011).

Although the number and specializations of different modules vary

from theory to theory, many theorists postulate the existence of a mod-

ule specialized for processing information related to social knowledge

and social interaction (e.g. Mithen, 1996; Winkelman, 2010) or to bio-

logical or animate forms (e.g. Atran, 1995; but see Carey, 1995).4

Hubbard (2003) suggested that in problem-solving involving non-

human elements of the natural world, an individual lacking appropri-

ate physical information might utilize his or her most efficient cogni-

tive module, and that if such a module was specialized for social

information, then non-human elements of the natural world could be

framed or conceptualized in social and intentional terms (e.g. Brother

Wolf, Father Sky, etc.). Use of a cognitive module specialized for pro-

cessing information related to social knowledge and social interaction

could result in causal representation similar to that observed in sha-

manism, including extension of intentionality into the natural world

and expansion of the social in-group to include non-human elements

of the natural world. Use of a social module might also have been

more likely if a characteristic of a non-human element of the natural

world initially appeared similar to a characteristic of humans (e.g.

appearing capricious). The existence of a cognitive module special-

ized for processing information related to social knowledge and social

interaction has been postulated to have been present in early humans

(Mithen, 1996), and this is consistent with archeological findings that

the origins of shamanism occurred very early in human history (e.g.

Clottes and Lewis-Williams, 1998; Lewis-Williams, 2002), and with

observations that present-day analogues of primitive hunter-gatherers
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[4] A similar idea is found in theories of ‘multiple intelligences’. Although not ‘modules’ in a
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information regarding other people’s moods, temperament, motivations, and intentions,
and an ‘intrapersonal intelligence’ that involves understanding, using, and interpreting
one’s own emotions; Gardner, 1983).
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(e.g. Australian aborigines) perceive their landscape in social terms

(e.g. Cowan, 1992).

A different role of modularity in shamanism was proposed by

Winkelman (2002), who suggested that characteristics of shamanism

resulted from an integration of information from three distinct mod-

ules specialized for processing information related to social interac-

tion, intentionality, or animal behaviour. However, if cognitive

functioning regarding such information is actually modular, then inte-

gration of modules would not be possible, because a defining feature

of a module is information encapsulation (i.e. processing within a

module is not influenced by any other beliefs, knowledge, or expecta-

tions of that organism; Fodor, 1983). Such an integration of informa-

tion might occur if different modules were combined into a single

‘metamodule’, but such a combination would seemingly defeat the

purpose of having developed separate modules; instead, it might be

more likely that any apparent integration would rely on outputs of

multiple modular processes that could be further processed by a

higher-level mechanism rather than on a merging of multiple modular

processes into a single process (cf. a module of metarepresentation;

Sperber, 1994). Alternatively, it might be that a social module was rel-

atively more efficient and so was more likely to be evoked for process-

ing of non-social information (in the absence of other appropriate

modules or information).

Using Behaviour to Infer Intentionality

In shamanism, extension of intentionality to non-human elements of

the natural world involves non-human animals, plants, rocks, sky,

wind, and rain, and the behaviours of such non-human elements are

explained in (intentional) terms of beliefs, desires, and mental states

attributed to those elements. Interestingly, an extension of intention-

ality to a non-human stimulus in shamanism initially appears analo-

gous to a similar extension of intentionality in artificial intelligence,

in which some theorists argued that a computer running an appropri-

ate program would experience the same mental states (presumably

including intentionality) as a human (e.g. Newell and Simon, 1972;

Schank and Abelson, 1977). Passing a Turing test5 has been proposed
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[5] In the Turing test, three participants (two humans and one computer) are placed in differ-
ent rooms, and the only communication between rooms is via typed text messages. One of
the human participants must determine, based solely on responses from the other partici-
pants, which responder is the other human and which responder is the computer. This per-
son engages the other participants in exchanges of typed text messages, and he or she can
ask any question, make any statement, and attempt to engage in conversation on any topic.
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as a criterion for attribution of intentional states to a computer;

according to proponents of the Turing test, if behaviours (outputs) of a

computer cannot be distinguished from behaviours (responses) of a

human, then any intentional or mental states attributed to the human

must also be attributed to the computer (for discussion, Dreyfus,

1992; Haugeland, 1985; Searle, 1980; Weizenbaum, 1976). In sha-

manism and in artificial intelligence, there is an extension of

intentionality (i.e. attribution of mental states) to a non-human stimu-

lus, and this extension is based on behaviour of the stimulus and not

on the substrate, structure, or medium within which intentionality

occurs and from which behaviour emerges (i.e. is not based on the

‘body’).

A strong form of artificial intelligence in which human-like mental

states are attributed to a computer running an appropriate program

might appear similar to a shamanic practice in which human-like men-

tal states are attributed to a non-human element of the natural world.

Although the general form of causal representation appears similar,

the specific parameter values or content of the representation (i.e.

whether intentionality is attributed to a human artefact or to an ele-

ment of the natural world) varies. Computer models and simulations

of cognitive processes are usually based on verbal protocols, priming,

and other data collected from human participants engaged in various

tasks, and so performance of many computer models and simulations

on analogous tasks possesses at least a superficial similarity to human

performance. Thus, an extension of intentionality to artificially con-

structed devices, or more specifically, an attribution of mental states

to artificially intelligent systems, might involve the law of similarity.

Similarity of behaviours (e.g. outputs, responses) of a computer and a

human might lead to an assumption of similar causes (i.e. similar men-

tal states). Framed in this way, an attribution of mental states to a com-

puter could appear to be consistent with claims that magical thinking

persists in the modern world but is disguised to fit the scientific para-

digm (e.g. Subbotsky, 2010).

Physical Causality vs. Psychological Causality

The literature on causal representation contains a distinction between

physical (mechanical) causality and psychological (social) causality

(for review, Hubbard, 2012). The former is exemplified by the launch-

ing effect displays of Michotte (1963), in which a moving object
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contacts a stationary target and that stationary target then moves away

(no intentionality), and the latter is exemplified by the displays of

Heider and Simmel (1944), in which behaviour of a group of moving

geometric shapes is spontaneously described in social (intentional)

terms. The distinction between an intentional stance and either a

design stance or a physical stance is similar to the distinction between

psychological causality and physical causality. In general, explana-

tion involving psychological causality is based on mental factors such

as desires, beliefs, and knowledge, whereas explanation involving

physical causality is based on mechanical factors such as mass, veloc-

ity, and chemical structure.6 Also, causal representation is influenced

by whether stimuli are considered to be animate or inanimate (e.g.

Dittrich and Lea, 1994; Falmier and Young, 2008), and given that

intentionality is usually linked to animacy, this underscores the impor-

tance of intentionality. Interestingly, given that social influence does

not require physical contact, causality based on mental factors such as

desires, beliefs, and knowledge would appear to be consistent with the

law of contagion.

Adopting an intentional stance toward an element of the natural

world would increase attributions of psychological causality regard-

ing behaviours of that element, and so the behaviour of that element

within a shamanic framework should be more likely to be perceived or

judged as resulting from psychological causes than as resulting from

physical causes. Given that an intentionality heuristic might be more

commonly used in causal representation in shamanic cognition than in

causal representation in ordinary waking cognition, social biases

might be more widely or more frequently demonstrated within sha-

manic cognition than within ordinary waking cognition, and there

might be differences in the effects of different variables in different

states of consciousness (consistent with calls for state-specific sci-

ences, e.g. Tart, 2000; 2008). However, given similarities of heuris-

tics, magical thinking, and social biases in shamanic cognition and in

non-shamanic cognition, it does not appear that shamanic conscious-

ness and ordinary waking consciousness use non-overlapping
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[6] Wolff (2007) suggests that some physicalist models of causation can treat social influ-
ences as analogous to physical forces (e.g. ‘efforts’ and ‘intentions’ are construed as ‘en-
ergies’ and ‘forces’) and that both physical causality and psychological causality involve
an origin, magnitude, and direction. Given this, elements of causal representation (e.g.
representing origin, magnitude, and direction; representing pattern and position) might be
the same across different states of consciousness, but specific parameter values used by
those mechanisms of causal representation would differ across different states of con-
sciousness. Such an approach is consistent with the idea that causal representation might
involve general processes rather than state-specific processes.
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varieties of causal representation; rather, the same types of causal rep-

resentation appear available in shamanic consciousness and in ordi-

nary waking consciousness. Even so, a specific state of consciousness

might be biased in favour of specific parameters or content assigned to

causal representation (e.g. psychological causality might be increased

in shamanic cognition).

Property Transmission

White (2009) suggested perception of causality emerges because a

cause object imposes (at least one of) its properties on an effect object

(e.g. a moving object that strikes a stationary object results in move-

ment of the stationary object, a finger pressed into clay creates a fin-

ger-shaped indentation, paint spilled on a fabric stains the fabric, etc.).

The notion of property transmission, like the notion of an intentional

stance, can be used as an heuristic. As with any heuristic, an heuristic

based on property transmission would yield correct answers in most

of the circumstances in which it is used, but would yield incorrect

answers in some circumstances. White suggests magical thinking

related to the law of contagion represents such an incorrect use. More

generally, and as White noted, property transmission can be seen in

extension of intentionality, magical thinking, and social attribution.

Consideration of property transmission appears consistent with causal

representation in shamanic consciousness (e.g. totemic relationships,

an intentional stance) and with causal representation in ordinary wak-

ing consciousness. Also, as it might be easier to transfer a property to

an effect object from a cause object if the effect resembled or was sim-

ilar to the cause, application of a property transmission heuristic

might involve the representativeness heuristic and the law of

similarity.

State-Specific Processes vs. General Processes

Given that application of magical thinking, heuristics, and social

biases occurs in causal representation in shamanic experience and in

causal representation in ordinary waking experience, these appear to

be general processes of causal representation that operate across dif-

ferent types of consciousness. Apparent differences between causal

representation in shamanic experience and causal representation in

ordinary waking experience that might indicate state-specific pro-

cesses might instead reflect differences in degree rather than differ-

ences in kind. Causal representation appears to involve general

mechanisms that operate across different states of consciousness, and
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different parameter values (passed to those mechanisms) could reflect

or be determined by state-specific information (e.g. greater emphasis

on psychological or physical causes in shamanic or non-shamanic

causal representation, respectively). Certain parameter values of

causal representation might be relatively invariant across changes in

the state of consciousness, whereas other parameter values of causal

representation might be relatively unique to specific states of con-

sciousness (e.g. creation of an object in shamanic states or in ordinary

waking reality might involve the same formal cause — e.g. plan,

intention — but different material causes). Such does not deny that

highly specific state-specific processes might exist, but merely asserts

that many observed properties of causal representation in shamanic

cognition and causal representation in ordinary waking cognition

appear to reflect general processes.

Part IV: Summary and Conclusions

Similarities in causal representation in shamanic consciousness and in

ordinary waking consciousness were considered. Causal representa-

tion in shamanic experience and in ordinary waking experience can

engage cognitive strategies that imbue non-human stimuli with

intentionality (experience of beliefs, desires, and mental states similar

to the beliefs, desires, and mental states experienced by humans),

involve heuristics (representativeness, availability, intentionality,

property transmission), and involve magical thinking (transmutation,

similarity, thought-action fusion, contagion, illusion of control, temp-

ting fate). These strategies influence social biases (fundamental attri-

bution error, correspondence bias, in-group/out-group differences,

totemism) toward non-human elements of the world, locus of control,

attribution of authorship of actions, and supernaturalizing of elements

of human social life. Causal representation in shamanic consciousness

and in ordinary waking consciousness involves metaphor and anal-

ogy, modular processing of social information, and the use of behav-

ioural criteria for attribution of mental states in non-human stimuli.

Additionally, causal representation in shamanic experience does not

as strongly differentiate between physical causality and psychological

causality, involves sensitivity to property transmission, and involves

at least some processes of causal representation that are general rather

than state-specific.

Principles of causal representation in shamanic consciousness

appear generally consistent with principles of causal representation in

ordinary waking consciousness. This consistency suggests continuity
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in cognitive processes and in principles of causal representation

across different states of consciousness, and is consistent with previ-

ous suggestions of similarities across shamanic cognition and non-

shamanic cognition (e.g. Hubbard, 2002; 2003; Rock and Krippner,

2007). Two caveats are in order, though. First, the consideration here

addressed causal representations (i.e. perceived or judged causal rela-

tionships) rather than actual causal relationships. No claims regarding

the correctness of causal representation relative to actual causality in

shamanic experience or in ordinary waking experience were made.

Second, the similarity of causal representation in shamanic experi-

ence and in ordinary waking experience does not rule out that impor-

tant differences might exist between causal representation in ordinary

consciousness and causal representation in other (non-shamanic)

states of consciousness. Even so, similarities in causal representation

in shamanic cognition and in ordinary waking cognition should not be

surprising, as shamanic consciousness and ordinary waking con-

sciousness can arise in the same human mind. Rather than separate

and state-specific rules for causal representation, there appear to be

more general mechanisms that are used for causal representation in

different states of consciousness.
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